The mental health crisis resulting from the Covid-19 pandemic has caused an unprecedented demand for mental health services in society, while enrollments in psychology and counseling programs continue to rise across higher education.

ProQuest One Psychology is an expertly curated multi-format collection that reimagines the research experience for the discipline and supports multiple learning styles with essential, authoritative content delivered through a new, discipline-specific interface designed to support the varied needs of those in the field.

Authoritative Multi-Format Content
Supports the diverse requirements of users, from undergraduates to advanced researchers and faculty. Includes scholarly journals, therapy videos, counseling transcripts, news, dissertations and more.

Psychology-Specific User Experience
Content is organized to align with how psychology users approach common assignments, research questions and methodologies. Features such as browse and Topic Pages allow users to find information faster, and explore topics more deeply.

“ProQuest One Psychology is “one-stop-shopping” for a variety of resources including research studies, theories, therapies, tests & measures, and more in an all-inclusive, user-friendly interface. At first sight, ProQuest One Psychology is a friendly dashboard of psychology content for a new researcher, yet a deeper look reveals the depth of resources to satisfy advanced scholars.”

- Karin L. Heffernan, Ed.M, MLIS, Research & Learning Librarian | Associate Professor Liaison to Communications, Psychology & Social Sciences
  Harry A. B. & Gertrude C. Shapiro Library, Southern New Hampshire University

To talk to the sales department, contact us at 1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.
Authoritative Multi-Format Content

**ProQuest One Psychology** offers an expertly curated collection of information across a variety of content formats that supports the diverse requirements of psychology and counseling users, from undergraduates to advanced researchers and faculty.

The latest research in the field from over **1,200** full text scholarly journals. Key titles such as the *Journal of Youth and Adolescence*, and *The Psychological Record*, are supplemented by premier medical titles including *New England Journal of Medicine* and *The Lancet*.

Over **3,000** videos including lectures, panel discussions, and real-world video counselling sessions help students and researchers model treatment approaches and gain valuable counseling skills.

**Over 1 million** selected psychology-related articles from a wide variety of newspapers, magazines, trade journals and blogs spark debate, show ideas in their broader context, and introduce topics to students. Publications include *The LA Times*, *The Guardian*, *The Atlantic*, and *Psychology Today*.

1,700 counseling session transcripts allow examination of real-world counseling session to prepare future practitioners.

**Over 1 million** selected psychology-related articles from a wide variety of newspapers, magazines, trade journals and blogs spark debate, show ideas in their broader context, and introduce topics to students. Publications include *The LA Times*, *The Guardian*, *The Atlantic*, and *Psychology Today*.

**1,100** archival items including videos, books, and notes on more than 30 seminal historical experiments. Provides instructors content for assignments, and allows students to understand and critique experiments that have shaped the discipline.

Unique content from over **70k** dissertations and theses help to fuel innovation and provide new insights to researchers.

A robust collection of over **5,000** books support students and researchers with practical handbooks, research concepts and reference materials for the discipline. Publishers include Taylor & Francis, Oxford University Press, Sage Publications, and Jessica Kingsley Publishers.
Psychology-Specific User Experience

**ProQuest One Psychology** offers a new interface and user experience that is tailored and designed to serve those studying, teaching, and researching psychology. Much more than just a general cross search of content, this psychology-specific interface organizes the content to align with how psychology users approach common assignments and research questions, allowing them to find the best information faster, and explore topics more deeply.

Topic Pages combine a top-level overview with access to a curated selection of articles, videos, books and more to provide students with a one-stop-shop view of a topic and help faculty develop course content for assignments and discussion (see example).

Enhanced thesaurus for precise results

ProQuest’s proprietary thesaurus has been enhanced for ProQuest One Psychology to enable more precise search results and relevance for those studying and conducting psychology and counseling research.

Seamless integration with American Psychological Association (APA) Products

ProQuest One Psychology customers who also subscribe to APA databases® via ProQuest will have a seamless experience right out of the box with content from their subscribed APA databases already integrated into ProQuest One Psychology.

- APA results appear clearly marked in search results
- APA full-text and video content is incorporated into ProQuest One Psychology Topic Pages
- APA subscribers have access to the APA Thesaurus and additional Advanced Search functionality within the ProQuest One Psychology interface to simplify discovery of APA content

The combined value of respected APA databases with the curated, multi-format content in ProQuest One Psychology offers a single, essential solution to serve scholarship and learning in the discipline.
Psychology-Specific User Experience

Topic Pages aligned to the common areas of study and research

Topic Pages provide students with a one-stop-shop view of a topic and help faculty develop course content for assignments and discussion.

**Therapeutic Approaches**
The therapeutic treatments of psychological conditions. Examples include cognitive behavioral therapy, and relaxation strategies.

**Featured Topics**
Pages for over 1000 common concepts in the field such as clinical psychology, cognition, and personality.

**Presenting Issues**
Commonly presented issues such as anxiety, depression, and panic.

**Tests & Measures**
Tests used to measure conditions and how to interpret their outcomes. Examples include Neuro-QoL™ Adult and Pediatric Measures, and PROMIS® (Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System).

**Research Concepts**
The essential research concepts, methodologies, and statistical approaches students will use as their studies and research progress.

**Historical Psychological Experiments**
Well-known experiments from throughout history such as the Stanford Prison Experiment and Behavioral Study of Obedience by Stanley Milgram.
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